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Abstract 
 
The immune system is a defense system comprised of two subsystems: the innate             
and adaptive immune system. The T- and B-cells of the immune system play a vital               
role in recognizing and protecting the host organism against malfunctioning cells and            
other types of intruders (i.e., pathogens). Since its discovery, the immune system            
and its involvement in recognition/targeting of pathogens and other immune-related          
diseases/defects has received increasing attention given its usefulness for the          
development of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches. However, the large diversity          
of immune receptors found on the T- and B-cells (V-, J- and possibly D- gene               
recombination process) and the lack of appropriate sequencing technologies made          
previous investigations rather expensive and difficult. With the continuing         
advancements and an increase of availability in high-throughput sequencing         
technologies, machine learning algorithms and other bioinformatics methods, we         
have gotten to a point where we can infer and reconstruct the recombination process              
using computational methods. Bioinformatics tools such as IGoR and OLGA can           
construct, infer and validate statistical models of the complicated T- and B-cell            
immune receptor recombination process. These types of recombination models can          
generate synthetic DNA sequences with prior inferred recombination probabilities         
and may have, in the future, the potential to replace ‘laboratory-based’ DNA sample             
collection of adaptive immune B- and T-cells. However, these types of computational            
recombination methods have not been properly benchmarked yet, making it unclear           
how robust these models truly are. 
 
In this thesis, we set out to investigate and compare the variability of probability              
estimates and assigned statistical probabilities between a range of different IGoR           
inferred recombination models. The models were inferred using multiple immune          
receptor repertoires and study datasets (e.g., different sequence types, whole          
repertoires, combined repertoires, different repertoire sizes). We also present         
ImmunoProbs with its accompanying Docker and Galaxy server implementation.         
ImmunoProbs is a communicative wrapper package around IGoR and OLGA which           
resolves most of the incompatibilities between the two software packages.          
ImmunoProbs also simplifies the overall user environment for constructing IGoR          
models and validating recombination sequences with OLGA. 
 
The investigated recombination models are at times markedly different from each           
other in their sequence probability estimations as well as in their assigned statistical             
probabilities for some of the immune receptor components. Specifically, we found           
that: (1) out-frame-based models differ moderately from in-frame-based        
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recombination models; (2) models inferred from different individuals are a times           
markedly different; (3) models inferred from individuals of different studies are not            
necessarily more dissimilar than models from different individuals within the same           
study; (4) model estimation starts to converge at around 1.000 inferred sequences            
and is quite similar to the final model when reaching 5.000 inferred sequences. The              
construction of IGoR models requires a good understanding of the underlying           
concepts. Recombination models that have not been constructed with carefully          
selected sequences do not necessarily produce consistent results. Both IGoR and           
OLGA will need additional software development and refinement in order to be truly             
user-friendly in their native form. Until that time comes, the ImmunoProbs package            
will have the unique opportunity to simplify and streamline the inference and            
evaluation processes for VDJ recombination models. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 
 
The adaptive immune system is comprised of T- and B-cells having a highly diverse              
set of immune receptors. These receptors are able to recognize and bind to a vast               
amount of different epitopes. The diversity of these immune receptors is caused by             
the V-, D- and J-gene recombination process of the T- and B-cell receptor (TCR and               
BCR) [1] as well as the maturation process that each of the T- and B-cells have to                 
undergo to become mature [2]. Studying immune receptor repertoires have been the            
key to understanding the adaptive immune system and its response to infections or             
other types of diseases. 
 
The continuation of technical advancements in high-throughput sequencing methods         
and bioinformatic, statistical and diagnostic tools have contributed to the large           
increase of research being conducted regarding immune repertoires. These tools          
and methods have been able to improve our understanding of the adaptive immune             
system while also supplying us with large amounts of sequencing data covering each             
lymphocyte in a given sample [3]. Some of the more recent methods that have been               
dealing with correct characterization, analysis and interpretation of the immune          
repertoires are ‘Inference and Generation Of Repertoires’ (IGoR) [4] and ‘Optimized           
Likelihood estimate of immunoGlobulin Amino-acid sequences’ (OLGA) [5]. IGoR         
puts emphasis on the various V-, D- and J-gene recombination scenarios a single             
receptor sequence can have and how this process (including deletions, insertions,           
and hypermutations) can be described in a statistical recombination model [4].           
OLGA, on the other hand, focuses on effectively describing the likelihood for a given              
amino acid sequence using dynamic programming [5]. 
 
In this thesis, we aim to investigate and analyze the functionalities that both IGoR              
and OLGA provide to the research field. We will be comparing recombination            
models, inferred by IGoR, against each other by their evaluation performance of            
nucleotide and amino acid sequences (using OLGA) and any structural differences           
between the inferred statistical probabilities. For this investigation, we formalized the           
following research questions: 
 

1. How do recombination models compare against each other when inferred          
using different sequence types (e.g., in- or out-frame sequences)? 
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2. Are there differences between recombination models estimated from distinct         
immune receptor repertoires within the same study? 

3. Is there a difference between recombination models inferred from repertoires          
with distinct study setups? 

4. How does the number of sequences in a repertoire influence the inferred            
recombination model? 

 
In the upcoming chapters, we present some introductory information to help           
understand the biological and technological developments within the field of          
immunology; the analytical methods and software that were written and used during            
the thesis; the resulting data and figures for understanding and finally answering our             
research questions. Additional figures for the paragraphs in Chapter 5 are included            
in the appendices. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Background 
 
In the following paragraphs, we will go more in-depth into the background            
information for some of the topics covered in the upcoming chapters. This can be              
seen as optional information but it is recommended to read and understand before             
continuing to the next chapters. 
 
 

2.1 Introduction of T- and B-cell development 
 
The immune system is a defense system designed to distinguish and protect the             
host organism against malfunctioning cells and pathogens (e.g., viruses, bacteria          
and multicellular organisms like worms). This system is composed of two           
subsystems: innate and adaptive immune systems. Because of the high diversity           
and high adaptation rate of pathogens, the selection process of the immune cells is              
very strict. It does so while maintaining some sort of randomness in the cell its               
antigen recognition receptors. Although this selection process is capable of creating           
a large number of diversity within the immune cells, it comes at a cost. Immune               
system disorders can result in autoimmune diseases, inflammation of tissue as well            
as cancer development [6]. Understanding the development and structural aspects          
of the TCR and BCR could provide some crucial insight into how immune diseases              
function and might even be prevented. 
 
 
2.1.1 Recombination and structural aspects of the TCR 
 
T-cells originate from hematopoietic stem cells located in the bone marrow and            
transfer to the thymus for development. Throughout their training, they either           
become cluster of differentiation (CD) 4 or 8 positive cells. These types of cells are               
also commonly known as helper T-cells and cytotoxic T-cells respectively. A small            
percentage of all developing T-cells actually survive the positive and negative           
selection stages. The TCR molecule on the surface of the CD4+ T cell is responsible               
for the recognition of antigen through the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)           
class 2 molecule present on the antigen-presenting cell [7] (pages 247 to 253). The              
human heterodimer TCR protein is available in two different groups. One consists of             
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an alpha and beta chain, while the other is built with a gamma and delta chain. The                 
ratio of T-cells with either of these different TCR proteins in the human body is 95                
percent and 5 percent respectively. Since the alpha/beta combination is more           
dominant, it will be the focus for the rest of this Paragraph. 
 
Each chain has two domains: a variable and a constant one. The constant domain of               
the TCR is located close to the cell its membrane, while the variable domain directs               
outwards of the cell and binds the peptide via the MHC of an antigen-presenting cell.               
At the C-terminal end of the constant domain, each of the chains contains a short               
sequence of 21 or 22 amino acids that anchors each chain to the plasma membrane               
of the T-cell [7] (pages 247 to 253). The variable domain on each of the chains has                 
three hypervariable regions, which seem to be similar to the          
complementarity-determining regions (CDR) found in the immunoglobulin light and         
heavy chains in B-cells [7] (pages 242 to 246). These CDR regions are crucial for               
creating the diversity of antigen specificity in lymphocyte receptors (e.g., T- and            
B-cell receptors) and come in contact with the antigen. There are three CDR types              
located on the variable domain of the antigen receptor: CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3.             
Within the variable domain, CDR1 and CDR2 are found in the variable V-region of              
the polypeptide chain, while CDR3 is found in some of the V-regions, the complete              
diversity and joining regions (D- and J-regions respectively) [7] (pages 247 to 253).             
Genetic recombination of T-cells for these three regions occurs during early           
lymphocyte development within the thymus, the primary lymphoid organ, and results           
in a highly diverse repertoire of TCR. The recombination itself is almost random and              
rearranges the V-, J- and D-gene segments (VJ for TCR alpha chain and VDJ for               
TCR beta chain) to create an amino acid sequence in the antigen-binding site of the               
TCR that binds to pathogens and malfunction human cells. Issues occurring during            
this maturation process can lead to autoimmune diseases where the body starts to             
damage healthy cells. 
 

 
Figure 1: Recombination of human TCR for the alpha and beta chains [1]. The alpha chain has 43 to                   
45 variable V-gene segments and 61 joining J-gene segments [8]. Together with the leader sequence               
and the constant C-gene domain, they make up the alpha chain of the TCR. The beta chain has two                   
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clusters with one diversity D-, six/seven J- and one C-gene segment each. Then there are the 40 to                  
48 V-gene segments that can be recombined with the selected DJ recombination [8]. 
 
Both the alpha and beta chain undergoes recombination of V-, D- and J-gene             
segments (shown in Figure 1). Starting with the DJ recombination of the TCR beta              
chain, either the D1 can recombine with one of the six available J segments or the D2                 
can recombine with one of the following seven J segments [1,7,8]. Each of these two               
combination clusters also has its own C-gene segment, which encodes for the            
constant domain of the TCR. After the recombination of the beta DJ segments, one              
of the 40 to 48 functional V-gene segments is added with the leader sequence              
[1,7,8]. 
 

 
Figure 2: Alpha and beta chain TCR rearrangement and expression [1]. For the alpha chain, one                
variable V-gene segment is recombined with one joining J-gene segment. Together with the leader              
sequence and the constant C-gene domain, they make up the alpha chain of the TCR. The beta chain                  
undergoes the same process, DJ recombination is done first within one of the clusters. The               
corresponding C-gene is added and the resulting DJ segment is recombined with one V-gene              
segment. Finally, both the alpha and beta chains are assembled together to form the TCR on the cell                  
membrane. 
 
The recombination of the alpha chain is slightly different than the beta chain. The              
alpha chain does not have any D-gene segments and thus only recombines a V- to a                
J-segment. Compared to the beta chain, there are 43 to 45 functional V-segments             
and 61 J-segments [8]. Once a V-gene segment is combined with a J-gene segment,              
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the leader sequence is added at the beginning and a C-gene segment is added at               
the end to encode the constant domain. Both chains are then assembled together to              
form the alpha-beta TCR, which is expressed on the majority of the T-cells. This              
process is shown in Figure 2. 
 
The recombination process, in conjunction with random insertions, deletions, and          
substitutions, makes it possible to potentially encode between 1015 and 1020 TCR            
different clonotypes [9,10]. This does not mean that there are actually that many             
T-cells expressed in the human body. A large number of these clonotypes will not              
survive the strong selection process, making the actual diversity of human TCR yet             
unknown [9]. 
 
 
2.1.2 The structural development of BCR 
 
As with the T-cells from the previous paragraph, the B-cells originate from            
hematopoietic stem cells from the bone marrow. However, with the T-cells           
completing their maturation in the thymus, B-cells stay in the bone marrow and             
complete most of their maturation there. In the bone marrow, the progenitor B-cells             
(i.e., precursor B-cells) will undergo various maturation steps including         
recombination of the BCR for the immunoglobulin receptor heavy and light chains.            
When immature B-cells have been formed, they will transition to the spleen. Here             
they will pass two transitional steps becoming either follicular B-cells or marginal            
zone B-cells [7] (pages 242 to 246). A small percentage of all developing B-cells              
actually survive the positive and negative selection stages. 
 

 
Figure 3: Recombination of human BCR for the light (e.g., kappa and lambda) and heavy chains [1].                 
The kappa chain has 34 to 38 variable V-gene segments and 5 joining J-gene segments [8]. The                 
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lambda chain has 29 to 33 variable V-gene segments and 5 joining J-gene segments [8]. Together                
with their respective leader sequence and constant C-gene domain, they make up the two light chain                
variants of the BCR. The heavy chain has 36 to 49 V-gene, 23 D-gene, and 6 J-gene segments [8].                   
As with the light chain, it recombined with the leader sequence and the C-gene segment is the heavy                  
chain. The C-gene constants for the heavy chain consist of three segments with a hinge located                
between the first and second segments. 
 

 
Figure 4: Light (i.e., kappa and lambda) and heavy chain BCR rearrangement and expression [1]. For                
the light chain, one variable V-gene segment is recombined with one joining J-gene segment.              
Together with the leader sequence and the constant C-gene domain, they make up the light chain of                 
the BCR. The heavy chain undergoes the same process however, DJ recombination happens first              
followed by recombination with a V-gene. Together with the leader sequence and constant region, it               
makes up the heavy chain. Finally, two similar light chains are assembled together with two heavy                
chains to form the BCR. 
 
The light chain of the BCR has two variants, either the kappa or lambda chain.               
These two chains are very similar two each other with the exception of having a               
different number of V-genes. The light chain (i.e., kappa and lambda) has a similar              
recombination process compared to the TCR alpha chain while the heavy chain            
looks more like the TCR beta chain. Both chains have a variable and a constant               
segment. The kappa chain has 34 to 38 variable V-gene segments and 5 joining              
J-gene segments [8]. The lambda chain has 29 to 33 variable V-gene segments and              
5 joining J-gene segments [8]. For each of these chains, a V-gene is recombined              
with a J-gene and their respective leader sequence and constant C-gene domain [1].             
Either one of these can be used as a light chain for the BCR. The heavy chain has                  
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36 to 49 V-gene, 23 D-gene, and 6 J-gene segments [8]. As with the TCR beta                
chain, a D- and J-gene are recombined first. The resulting DJ is combined with the               
V-gene segment [1]. Finally, the leader sequence and C-gene domain are added.            
The C-gene constants for the heavy chain consist of three segments with a hinge              
located between the first and second segments. Two of the same light chains are              
assembled together with two of the same heavy chains. Once assembled, they form             
the light-heavy BCR, which is expressed on the B-cells. The germline layout of each              
chain and recombination process of these chains are illustrated in Figure 3 and             
Figure 4 respectively. 
 
 

2.2 Inference and evaluation of generative recombination       
models 
 
The high diversity of the TCR and BCR repertoire makes analyzing quite a             
challenge. To overcome this challenge, a lot of resources have been spent on the              
development of specialized methods for characterizing these immune receptor         
repertoires. Next-generation sequencing technologies like high-throughput      
sequencing are currently used for obtaining TCR and BCR data collected via            
non-intrusive methods (e.g., human blood sampling). By combining these         
sequencing methods with bioinformatics tools like IGoR [4], it becomes possible to            
use the sequenced data for the construction of a generative model representing            
immune receptor V-, D- and J-gene segments. IGoR can also reconstruct an            
accurate representation of the various insertions, deletions and sequencing errors          
that might have happened in the TCR and BCR assembly process [4,11]. Others,             
like OLGA [5], extend the functionality of IGoR with additional features. OLGA uses             
inferred IGoR models to generate and evaluate amino acid and nucleotide CDR3            
sequences. 
 
 
2.2.1 Model inference with IGoR using Bayes’ Theorem 
 
IGoR is a relatively new tool within the bioinformatics field and can characterize,             
analyze and interpret immune cell receptors (i.e., TCR and BCR) sequence reads            
from complementary deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or genomic DNA. IGoR has three           
functionality modes: learning, analysis, and generation. During learning mode, IGoR          
uses an acyclic graph (i.e., Bayesian network) model to learn statistical           
recombination information from a given set of training and genomic germline           
sequences. The IGoR models described in the research paper use five or nine             
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relational events depending on the recombination type (VJ or VDJ) [4]. These events             
include gene choice probabilities for each gene, gene trim for the 5- and 3-prime              
sides of those gene choices (i.e., deletions), and insertions between the gene            
choices. The resulting recombination model is stored as two separate data files. One             
containing the model structure (i.e., model parameters) and the other containing the            
computed recombination probabilities (i.e., model marginals) for each of the          
recombination events [4]. 
 

(A|B) P = P (B)
P (B|A)P (A)  

(1) 
 

(A|B) (A|B) .25P = 0.2
(0.1  0.5)* → P = 0  

(2) 
 
For IGoR to built a full recombination model, it will need to train a Bayesian network                
to gain the properties of the underlying probability distribution. This process is called             
statistical inference (inference for short). This network uses Bayesian inference to           
get better predictions from a given set of data over a certain time span. This method                
is especially helpful when only little data is available. The principles of Bayesian             
inference are based on Bayes’ Theorem [10], which is a formula used to calculate              
the conditional probability between two events, A and B (shown in Equation 1). The              
Bayes’ Theorem can compute the conditional probability of using . In        (A|B)  P P (B|A)     
other words, the probability that event A happened given that test B was positive              
from the probability that test B happened given event A happened. For example, we              
can find out the probability of a patient having a lung disease if they smoke. For                
event A (e.g., ‘Patient has lung disease’), 50 percent of the patients have a lung               
disease (i.e., ). For test case B (e.g., ‘being a smoker’), 20 percent of the  (A) 0.5  P =               
patients are smokers (i.e., ). Among the patients that are diagnosed with    (B) 0.2  P =          
a lung disease, 10 percent is a smoker (e.g., ). Using the previously         (B|A) 0.1  P =      
introduced formula, we can compute the conditional probability (demonstrated in          
Equation 2). The resulting probability for smokers having a lung disease is 0.25, or              
25 percent. This is a large decrease from the suggested 50 percent indicated by the               
past data. If we would just have used the previously known data, we would have               
made a large overestimation. However, using this surprising outcome we can           
improve our model for future predictions. 
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Figure 5: Example of Bayesian network graph. The network shows the following relationships: A is               
depended on the probabilities of B and C; B is depended on the probabilities of C and C has no                    
dependents. 
 

(A, , ) (A|B, )P (B|C)P (C)P B C = P C  
(3) 

 
Some scenarios have more complicated relationships. For example, an event can           
depend on one or even multiple conditional relationships. An example of this is the              
Bayesian network illustrated in Figure 5. This network graph can be translated into a              
joint probability function [11] to describe the various relationships (shown in Equation            
3). This formula consists of three segments: the first describes a relation where             
event A is influenced by B and C; the second shows that event B is influenced by C;                  
the third indicates that event C has no conditional relation with any other event. 
 
IGoR infers the network models by applying an expectation-maximization algorithm          
[4,12]. This iterative algorithm is used to find local maximum likelihood estimates of             
parameters. One expectation-maximization iteration alternates between one step of         
expectation followed by one step of maximization. A single iteration starts by            
initializing the parameters given the incomplete data. This is followed by an            
expectation step, which uses all of the available data to estimate the values for the               
missing of the incomplete data. Maximization updates the initial parameters using           
the estimates from the previous expectation step. Finally, the algorithm checks if the             
data is converging between the iterations. If there is convergence, the algorithm            
stops and the inference of the model is complete. As long as there is no               
convergence or a specified threshold has not been exceeded, additional rounds of            
expectation-maximization executed. Upon completion of the inference, the resulting         
recombination model is stored to disk and could be used for further analyses. 
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Figure 6: Sequence analysis pipeline for VDJ recombination as used in IGoR [4]. The VDJ               
recombination is done by randomly joining the V-, D- and J- gene segments. The segments are                
trimmed on each side (black) and a varying number of insertions (dark green) are added in between                 
them. Additionally added sequencing errors/mutations (orange) increase diversity. The recombination          
scenarios are listed together and weighted according to their likelihood (right side) of which the best                
ones are selected. Image modified from the source [4]. 
 
The two remaining IGoR functionalities (e.g., analysis and generation) can be used            
in combination with an inferred recombination model. The analysis mode of IGoR            
randomly combines various V-, J- and optional D-gene segments using a known set             
of germline gene sequences. Each of the segments is trimmed at the junctions (i.e.,              
all sides except the left and right outer side of the V- and J-gene respectively) and                
random insertions are added in between. Sequencing errors, or hypermutations for           
BCR recombination, are introduced to increase diversity. The likelihoods for all the            
possible computed VJ or VDJ arrangements (i.e., scenarios) are computed using the            
inferred Bayesian network and one additional round of the expectation-maximization          
algorithm [4]. The most likely scenarios are selected using the likelihoods from the             
observed sequences in the recombination model. The sequence analysis pipeline          
used by IGoR for a human heavy chain VDJ recombination model is illustrated in              
Figure 6. 
 
The generation of sequences happens in a similar manner, however, IGoR will not             
need to perform another round of inference. Instead, it will use the recombination             
statistics that reside in the model structure itself to construct a number of synthetic              
recombined VDJ sequences [4]. 
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2.2.2 Generation probability of CDR3 sequences with OLGA 
 
According to recent work, different nucleotide clonotypes of immune cell receptors           
with similar amino acid functionality often do not cluster together. This has lead to an               
increase in investigation efforts for identifying amino acid motifs [13,14]. OLGA is a             
Python package that extends the functionality of IGoR by adding an efficient            
algorithm for the evaluation of amino acid and motif sequences that are likely to be               
generated from an inferred IGoR model [5]. 
 
OLGA is able to rearrange amino acid sequences using the V-, J-, and D-gene              
germline sequences (depending on the model, VJ or VDJ) specified in an IGoR             
recombination model. As with the similar function in IGoR, OLGA splices the            
selected genes together in addition to adding random deletions and insertions at the             
junctions of the sequences. The generated nucleotide CDR3 sequences can be           
evaluated by computing the generation probability. As with the IGoR implementation,           
this means calculating the sum of the probabilities of all the generative events that              
can produce a certain sequence [4,15,16]. Computing the generation probability for           
amino acid sequences is more complicated since various nucleotide codon          
possibilities can encode for the same amino acid. This results in an exponential             
increase of sequences to sum over, slowing down the computation drastically [5].            
OLGA, therefore, avoids computing the sum for amino acid probabilities explicitly by            
using a dynamic programming approach. 
 

 
Figure 7: Partitioning of a CDR3 sequence with OLGA [5]. Each box corresponds to an indexed                
nucleotide. Each group of three boxes (bold black boundary lines) corresponds to one amino acid.               
The nucleotide positions x1 to x4 identify the boundaries between the segments of the partition. The V,                 
M, D, N, and J matrices contain the accumulated weights for each of the five elements respectively.                 
Here M and N represent the VD and DJ insertions respectively. Image modified from the source [5]. 
 

(aa) MP = ∑
 

x ,x ,x ,x1 2 3 4

V ∑
 

DJ
DNJ[ ]  

(4) 
 
Each recombination event will require the CDR3 sequence to be annotated. This            
means that each nucleotide in the sequence is assigned to a different origin. Figure              
7 illustrates the five segments in a VDJ model (V-, D- or J-gene, VD insertions, and                
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DJ insertions) that a single nucleotide can be assigned to. OLGA sums the             
probabilities of all the nucleotide possibilities for a given amino acid, each possible             
location of the four boundaries (x1 to x4), each possible location of the five segments               
(V, M, D, N, and J where M and N represent the VD and DJ insertions respectively),                 
and possible V-, D- and J-gene germline sequences. This process is done            
recursively with matrix operations by defining weights that accumulate the          
probabilities of the events between two given boundaries (e.g., x2 on the left and x3               
right for D). The generation probability of a sequence is then calculated by applying a               
multiplication on each of the matrices and summing the outcome for all the             
boundaries. It is important to state that a sum of all the DJ recombinations is used to                 
account for the gene choice dependence between the D- and J-genes. The            
multiplication formula used by OLGA is written in Equation 4. 
 
 
2.2.3 Model comparison with Kullback-Leibler divergence 
 
Model structure, receptor events as well as probabilities, can be compared against            
each other using the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Originally introduced in 1951 by           
Solomon Kullback and Richard Leibler, the Kullback-Leibler divergence (i.e., relative          
entropy) is a measure to indicate how different one probability distribution is from             
another probability distribution [17]. It can be used to describe the information gain of              
inferred statistical models. Kullback-Leibler divergence is asymmetric and therefore         
does not have to produce the same result when comparing two distributions in both              
directions (i.e., ). However, when the outcome is zero we  (P ||Q) = (Q||P )  DKL /  DKL         
can assume that the two probability distributions are identical to each other. 
 

(P ||Q) (x) log  DKL = ∑
 

x
P (Q(x)

P (x))  

(5) 
 
Equation 5 is the Kullback-Leibler divergence formula. The Kullback-Leibler         
divergence can be calculated as the sum of the probabilities for each event in              
distribution multiplied by the log of the probabilities of the event in over the   P              P   
probabilities of the event in . For a given event, a large probability of and a     Q            P   
small probability of indicates a large divergence. Flipping these two around will     Q          
also cause a large divergence, however, this results in a smaller value than the              
previous one. The type of logarithmic function used in the formula divines the             
outcome measure. The resulting value will be in ‘bits’ when using the base-2             
logarithm and in ‘nats’ when using the natural logarithm. 
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It is important to not interpret the Kullback-Leibler divergence as a distance measure             
between two distributions but rather as a measure of entropy increase due to the use               
of an approximation to the distribution instead of using the actual distribution [18].             
The computed divergence is not very helpful without context and should rather be             
used to understand the entropy increase between distributions. For example, the           
divergence of against is 0,2 bits and the entropy of distribution is 1. The    P    Q           P    

resulting entropy increase is calculated as . This means an entropy      00  ( 1
0,2) * 1      

increase of 20 percent. In other words, 20 percent more bits are needed to describe               
distribution when the actual distribution is .  Q  P  
 
 

2.3 Data representations and standards  
 
Immunology is a field within the biology with the main focus on studying and              
analyzing the functions of the immune system. Immunology starts with Edward           
Jenner and the discovery that the vaccination of cowpox protects a patient against             
smallpox. The initial immune response against this disease did not return after the             
patient recovered [19]. Modern immunology (on a cellular level) originates from the            
discovery of the Russian biologist Metchnikoff [19,20]. Metchnikoff discovered the          
phenomenon of phagocytosis in starfish, in which the body actively defends itself            
against foreign organisms [20]. Immunology became even more popular among          
research with information regarding antibodies and T- and B-cell development          
becoming readily available. Nowadays, many important developments in the         
research and technical side of the field have helped to make it easier to diagnose               
and treat many different diseases. Since the collection and the analysis of data has              
gotten much less complicated with recent advances in computer technology,          
communities have been striving to standardize the formats. Undertakings from          
companies like Adaptive Biotechnology and the AIRR community are taking the lead            
at this front. 
 
 
2.3.1 Immune receptor repertoire analysis with immunoSEQ 
 
Adaptive Biotechnologies is a company that builds technologies for studying and           
understanding the immune receptor repertoires [21]. The focus of this company is            
building and maintaining the infrastructure that enables open-access research         
studies. Among their technologies is immunoSEQ, which can best be described as a             
workflow of immune repertoire research. It aims to provide shipment solutions, DNA            
sequencing methods, and online analyzation tools. ImmunoSEQ uses proprietary         
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immune profiling assays to analyze T- and B-cells. These assays can be used for a               
varying number of immune cell receptor chains and seek to provide accurate,            
quantitative, high-throughput sequencing of CDR3 sequences. 
 
ImmunoSEQ, as well as the included analyzer tools, uses its own proprietary file             
format to store the sequencing information. This file format has a few different             
versions, which mostly differ in column naming conventions. The nucleotide CDR3           
sequences will need some preprocessing before they can be used by IGoR for             
model inference. This process involves the removal of the 5- and 3-prime            
sequencing primers and the reattachment of the correct V- and J-gene segments            
using the resolved V- and J-gene choices of the sequence. 
 
A strong argument for immunoSEQ is that most of the sequenced data samples,             
analytics graphs, and research papers are stored in an open-access database           
known as immuneACCESS. Since 2010, the time when the platform launched,           
immuneACCESS has been collecting data from over 8.000 individuals (human and           
mouse) and over nineteen different research areas. 
 
 
2.3.2 Standardized annotation of immune receptor repertoires 
 
The increase in usage of next-generation sequencing technologies for analyzing          
antibody and immune cell receptors has generated the need for standardization.           
Adaptive Immune Receptor Repertoire (AIRR) community seeks to provide a          
standardized format [22]. The community effort is mainly driven with the goal of             
incorporating comparative and interactive analyses. To gain a broader adoption, the           
AIRR community designed a minimalistic data structure (MiAIRR) in addition to data            
submission guidelines/workflows, data collection/accessing interfaces and tools for        
manipulating the data structures. Like with other minimal data structures, MiAIRR           
tries to capture only the necessary information. This format focuses primarily on the             
metadata describing the study design and the type of data that needs to be              
collected. Simple tools for using the data structures are also provided. The standards             
have been designed with accessibility in mind by using a widely implemented            
tab-separated file format. In addition, the format is also designed to be scalable for              
the future. As of today, large repertoire analyses typically would be able to run on a                
single compute node, while having all the data loaded in memory. However, in the              
future, even larger datasets could require distributed computing methods. With          
MiAIRR using a tab-separated and per-line-based format, splitting data or reading           
data at specific byte positions is much easier. Another compelling aspect of            
implementing standards like these is the focus on transparent development, letting           
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anyone contribute to the source. Software packages like IGoR and OLGA have been             
said to support in- and output AIRR data representation in the future [22]. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Methods 
 
The following Chapter will address the thought processes that went into constructing            
the analyzation procedures for evaluating and comparing the generative IGoR          
recombination models. 
 
 

3.1 Analysis pipeline 
 
The analysis procedure was divided into three       
distinct steps. We started by collecting and       
pre-processing the data files, followed by a       
computational step for inferring the models      
and evaluating the recombination model     
performances, and finally a step for analyzing       
the generated data. The workflow for this       
process is illustrated in Figure 8 and described        
in further detail below. 
 
Figure 8: The analysis workflow for data       
collection/processing and the analyzation sequence     
generation estimates. Three datasets [23–25] are      
collected with five individuals each: three of them       
positive for the given disease and two of them found          
negative. The size of the file for each individual is          
reduced to 150.000 TCR beta chain sequences. The       
germline sequences for the human TCR beta chain,        
used as inference references, are downloaded from       
the IMGT database. The next step involves executing       
ImmunoProbs for building and inferring generative     
models as well as evaluating the recombination model        
performances. Finally, the evaluated sequences and     
inferred models are compared against each other       
using statistical functions in R and plotted. 
 
A total of three different TCR beta chain        
datasets were used to build, infer and analyze        
the generative recombination models. One     
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originating from individuals infected by the cytomegalovirus [21], the second one           
from individuals suffering from the autoimmune disease Alopecia areata [22], and           
lastly one from individuals who were diagnosed with type 1 diabetes [23]. For the              
remainder of this thesis, the names ‘emerson’, ‘jong’ and ‘gomez’ will be used when              
addressing the respective datasets. We randomly selected five individuals for each           
dataset, three found positive for the disease and two found negative for the disease.              
The immune receptor repertoire for each individual was reduced in size to contain             
150.000 VDJ sequences. Germline in-frame sequences for the human TCR beta           
chain (V-, D-, and J-gene sequences) were collected from the International           
Immunogenetics Information System (IMGT) database. These sequences were used         
as a reference during model inference with IGoR. 
 
After all of the data files have been downloaded and processed, we started to              
construct the IGoR models and evaluate their respective generation performances.          
This was done with a separate piece of software in an attempt to simplify the               
communication between the user, IGoR and OLGA (ImmunoProbs package).         
Investigating and answering the research questions of Chapter 1 requires a large            
number of recombination models: models for each individual using either in-frame,           
out-frame or both in- and out-frame sequences for inference; models of multiple            
individual datasets combined; models of individuals inferred with a varying number of 
sequences. All these IGoR models were validated with OLGA using the sequences            
that were used during the inference process of the corresponding model and if             
required, the sequences from the other individuals in the comparison. This is an             
important step since we wanted to keep the comparison between the models as             
unbiased as possible. The structural aspects of the models (i.e, immune receptor            
recombination components/events and statistical probabilities) were compared       
against each other with the Kullback-Leibler divergence method. All the models           
were inferred in ten rounds of IGoR its expectation-maximization algorithm. 
 
Finally, the resulting model evaluations were analyzed using statistical functions. The           
figures were plotted using a number of different styles. Some of the resulting figures              
use points to compare the generation probabilities of individual CDR3 nucleotide and            
amino acid sequences. The evaluated sequences of two models were aligned next            
to each other and the values for one model are plotted on the x-axis and the values                 
for the other model on the y-axis. These types of figures have mostly been plotted in                
a figure that combines multiple comparisons between individuals together. The          
correlation scores, either Spearman rank correlation or Pearson linear correlation,          
are calculated for each compared model and drawn inside the figures. Certain            
figures use only the correlation scores in the plots (e.g., subsampling heatmaps) to             
incorporate a larger number of models into the figures. The structural differences            
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(e.g., probability scores) between the recombination models were plotted as points           
or bars illustrating either the Kullback-Leibler divergence or entropy increase for a            
given immune receptor recombination event. Recombination model probabilities for a          
given event, assigned during inference, have also been compared and plotted           
directly against other models. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Implementation 
 
This Chapter will address the design and implementation choices that were made            
during the construction of the ImmunoProbs Python package and the analytical tools            
that were used to conduct the research. 
 
 

4.1 The ImmunoProbs package 
 
The standard software used within the AIRR [22] field for constructing, inferring and             
eventually using a VJ or VDJ recombination model for analysis, is the IGoR package.              
IGoR is written in C++ and uses a Bayesian network to construct and infer a model                
using statistical information gained from the VJ and VDJ recombination process. To            
construct a model, one specifies a good dataset for the inference process containing             
TCR or BCR DNA sequences, the corresponding TCR or BCR germline sequences            
and some additional IGoR parameters. IGoR can also calculate the generation           
probabilities of full-length VJ and VDJ nucleotide sequences. Although the IGoR           
software package is able to infer recombination models, it is not very user-focused.             
Understanding how to utilize IGoR efficiently is surprisingly complicated and requires           
the user to have a very broad and deep understanding of the mathematical and              
immunological concepts underlying IGoR. In order to generate and evaluate          
sequences, one is required to go through multiple separate processing steps of            
various applications, each requiring a number of different files and input formats.            
IGoR handles the model inference and sequence generation, while CDR3 sequence           
evaluation has to be done through OLGA. Having the user switch between these             
environments is unnecessary. 
 
The same applies to the OLGA software, a Python 2 package that can calculate              
likelihoods for both nucleotide and amino acid variants CDR3 sequences. OLGA           
extends the built-in evaluation method used by IGoR and therefore uses the same             
type of recombination models. Even though this software is written in the            
‘easy-to-understand-and-develop-for’ language Python, it is clearly half-implemented       
and does not allow for good extensibility into other Python programs. Especially with             
‘end-of-life’ for Python 2 approaching soon. 
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To resolve these very issues, ImmunoProbs was built . Together with its           1

accompanying Docker image and Galaxy server addons, it reduces unnecessary          
installation and usage complexities by increasing transparency and modularity. 
 
 
4.1.1 Design Principles 
 
ImmunoProbs was built to make IGoR and OLGA easier to use. It is primarily used               
as a light Python 2 compatibility wrapper around the two software packages in an              
attempt to make the software easier to use. In addition, ImmunoProbs adds            
additional tools (e.g., CDR3 index locator and conversion tools) and multi-threaded           
functions for simplifying and pre-processing the required and optional input          
parameters of IGoR and OLGA. ImmunoProbs was built with an object-oriented           
Python construction in mind. Its functionality can therefore easily be extended.           
However, since OLGA is Python 2, ImmunoProbs was also developed with Python 2. 
 
There are five main tools that are accessible via the command-line interface of             
ImmunoProbs: 
 

1. The ImmunoSEQ sequence files from Adaptive Biotechnologies can be         
converted to ImmunoProbs supported format by reconstructing the        
sequences. This process will remove the primers from both sides of a            
sequence and adds the corresponding V-gene and J-gene segments. 

2. A recombination model can be inferred with IGoR through ImmunoProbs. One           
can control the duration of model inference by selecting the number of            
inference rounds. 

3. Locate CDR3 anchor index positions within the full-length VJ and VDJ           
recombination sequences to be used for generating and evaluating CDR3          
sequences. 

4. Generate VJ or VDJ recombined sequences using IGoR or CDR3 sequences           
with OLGA. 

5. Evaluate a given set of VJ, VDJ or CDR3 nucleotide or amino acid sequences              
by computing the generation probability for each sequence. 

 
Each individual tool has its own set of input parameters. Most of these tools can be                
used individually if the user supplies them with the correct input data or can be used                
in conjunction with the other ImmunoProbs tools to create a workflow. Each of the              

1  The code of ImmunoProbs is hosted on github.com/penuts7644/ImmunoProbs. The documentation 
website with information regarding the installation and usage of ImmunoProbs and its docker image 
is described at penuts7644.github.io/ImmunoProbs. 
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five previously mentioned tools will be described with more in-depth detail in the             
following Sections. 
 
Figure 9: Creating and/or evaluating sequence in       
ImmunoProbs can be done in a few steps. If the          
input files are in immunoSEQ format, they can be         
converted by ImmunoProbs to the correct format       
first. Next, a recombination model can be either        
inferred from scratch, or a user can select a         
pre-constructed model. Anchor positions can be      
located for the CDR3 sequences. Finally,      
sequences can be generated or a given set of         
sequences can be evaluated for their generation       
probability. 
 
Figure 9 visualizes how ImmunoProbs can      
be used in a workflow to generate and        
evaluate sequences. Depending on the     
format of the sequence files, you can either        
use them directly or convert them (if       
immunoSEQ format). After collecting or     
converting the sequences, the user can      
choose to construct and infer a new       
recombination model or use one of the       
pre-constructed models that come included     
with ImmunoProbs. Using either the newly      
built model or the pre-constructed model,      
one can now generate or evaluate a set of         
sequences. In order to generate or      
evaluate CDR3 sequences, we will need      
some additional information about the     
sequences. Since the full-length    
recombined VJ or VDJ sequences are      
used in the construction of the statistical       
model, the program needs to know where       
in the sequences the CDR3 segment starts       
and ends. ImmunoProbs can locate these      
anchor positions and store them in a       
separate file for later use. Generate and/or       
evaluate the sequences and use them for       
further research. 
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ImmunoProbs makes use of a user-configurable configuration file to expand          
parameter selection. This configuration file also includes advanced settings that do           
not really impact the tools themselves, but rather the package as a whole. Only a               
certain selection of the parameters is also accessible via the command-line tools in             
order to reduce clutter. 
 
The generative models from IGoR (e.g., human TCR alpha and beta chains, human             
BCR heavy chain, and mouse TCR beta chain) have been included in the package              
as well. This makes it easy to evaluate or generate full-length VJ/VDJ and CDR3              
sequences without any additional knowledge on how to build and infer a model. 
 
 
4.1.2 Converting immunoSEQ datafiles 
 
ImmunoProbs was built using mostly comma-separated and tab-separated file         
formats in order to be compatible with IGoR and OLGA. Since the data format              
specified by the AIRR community (described in Paragraph 2.3.2) has not yet been             
implemented in IGoR or OLGA, the choice was made to not implement it in              
ImmunoProbs for now. Without using this new format, a converting tool needed to be              
added to make it possible to support the commonly used immunoSEQ format .            2

ImmunoSEQ technology, explained in Paragraph 2.3.1, has been developed by          
Adaptive Biotechnologies. The CDR3 sequences in the immunoSEQ data files          
contain primers on both the 5- and 3-prime side of each sequence. These primers              
need to be removed before a sequence can be evaluated and/or used by the              
inference procedure of IGoR. 
 
Figure 10: A simplified pipeline of the conversion       
tool provided in ImmunoProbs. The user-specified      
germline sequences, downloaded from IMGT, are     
used to create full-length VJ or VDJ sequences.        
For this, three files are written to the system with         
either in-frame, out-frame or both types of      
sequences. Lastly, a fourth file is written       
containing trimmed CDR3 sequences. All input     
sequences are trimmed of primers on the 5- and         
3-prime sides before they are processed further. 
 
 
 

 

2  Additional usage information of the ImmunoProbs ‘convert’ tool is described at 
penuts7644.github.io/ImmunoProbs/usage.html#converting-adaptive-file-format 
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As demonstrated in Figure 10, in order to convert the immunoSEQ files, the user will               
need to supply the tool with additional genomic germline sequences. These           
sequences can be downloaded from the IMGT database for the correct species and             
corresponding immune receptor chain. 
The ImmunoProbs tool creates four different new dataset files from one given            
immuneSEQ file: 
 

1. A similar file to the input file, but with the immunoSEQ specific primers             
removed from the 5- and 3-prime side of the CDR3 sequences. Only a subset              
of the available columns is kept in the file to reduce unnecessary clutter (e.g.,              
CDR3 sequences, gene-choices for the V- and J-gene). 

2. A file containing the reconstructed in-frame full-length VJ or VDJ sequences.           
The sequences are reconstructed using the specified V- and J-gene choices           
in the input file. With these gene choices, the corresponding genomic           
germline sequences are selected from the IMGT files. ImmunoProbs locates          
the best overlap between an immunoSEQ CDR3 sequence and the          
corresponding V- and J-gene germline sequences. The remainder V- and          
J-gene sequence segments are added to the start and end of the CDR3             
sequence respectively. The constructed file only contains sequence identifier         
numbers and the full-length nucleotide sequences. 

3. Using the exact same process as the second file, but instead the program             
only constructs the out-frame immunoSEQ sequences. 

4. Lastly, a combined file is constructed with the in- and out-frame sequences            
from the second and third data files. 

 
The resulting datasets are written to the file system and can be used for model               
construction, inference and evaluation purposes. It is also possible to convert only a             
randomly selected subset of sequences in the given immunoSEQ file. 
 
The tool will replace the allele value for each germline sequence variant to resemble              
the first allele (i.e., ‘*01’). This is done in order to reduce complexity, since a single                
germline sequence can easily have multiple allele variants (even up to 20 different             
variants). This means that the allele attribute for all of the ‘family-gene-allele’            
recombinations of the V- and J-gene choice columns in the input data file are              
overwritten to ‘*01’. This default behaviour can also be disabled in favor of using the               
allele information given in the input file. 
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4.1.3 Locating CDR3 anchor positions 
 
To increase the sequence generation and evaluation accuracy of OLGA, the           
program will need to know the possible start index position of the CDR3 sequence in               
each full-length recombined VJ or VDJ sequence in order to attach the correct V-              
and J-gene choices. IGoR or OLGA can not locate these index values and therefore              
depend on the ability of the user to search for the correct indices and supply them to                 
the program. 
A separate ImmunoProbs tool was built for this specific purpose . The tool is able to               3

search and locate all possible index positions within a given V- and J-gene genomic              
germline sequence file and returns them in a format that the OLGA software             
package understands. 
 
Figure 11: Simplified pipeline of the CDR3 index       
location tool in ImmunoProbs. The user-specified     
germline sequences, downloaded from IMGT, are     
aligned with each other. This sequence alignment      
is analyzed for conserved DNA regions containing      
the motif pattern. The start index values for the         
motifs with the overall highest overlap in the        
alignment are saved to a file. 

 

 
As indicated in Figure 11, the user specifies the germline sequence file originating             
from IMGT in addition to some sequence motifs. The tool aligns the sequences in the               
genomic germline file using the multiple sequence comparison by log- expectation           
(MUSCLE) software. The sequence motifs that have a match with at least one             
sequence in the alignment and also happen to have a high overall overlap with the               
remaining sequences are marked. The marked motif sequence matches are qualified           
as good CDR3 anchors. The start indices of these marked motifs are collected for              
each matching sequence and written to a tab-separated file which can be used for              
ImmunoProbs generation and evaluation tools. 
 

3  Additional usage information of ImmunoProbs’ ‘locate’ tool is described at 
penuts7644.github.io/ImmunoProbs/usage.html#locate-cdr3-anchors-positions-for-cdr3-sequence-g
eneration-and-evaluation-steps 
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The user does not have to specify the motif sequences. By default, ‘TGT’/‘TGC’ DNA              
sequence motifs (translates to the amino acid cysteine) are used for the V-genes.             
For the J-genes, the program searches for ‘TGG’ (translates to the amino acid             
tryptophan) and ‘TTC’/‘TTT’ DNA sequence motifs (translates to the amino acid           
phenylalanine). 
 
 
4.1.4 Constructing and inferring generative IGoR models 
 
ImmunoProbs can be used to build generative VJ or VDJ models using the IGoR              
software . Since ImmunoProbs is written in Python 2 and not in C++, it will need to                4

communicate with IGoR via a subprocess. Therefore, IGoR needs to be compiled            
and installed on the computer first before using ImmunoProbs. However, this is not             
necessary if the user decides to install ImmunoProbs as a Docker image. 
 
Figure 12: Simplified pipeline for constructing and      
inferring generative VJ or VDJ models with      
ImmunoProbs. The user will need to supply       
genomic germline sequences downloaded from     
IMGT, a dataset of sequences to be used during         
model inference of the model and the number of        
inference rounds IGoR should use to properly infer        
the model. The resulting VJ or VDJ recombination        
model files containing the marginals and     
parameters are written to the file system. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Constructing a statistical model of VJ and VDJ recombination is pretty           
straightforward with ImmunoProbs, since ImmunoProbs only includes the main         
functions and parameters from IGoR for now. As shown in Figure 12, ImmunoProbs             
will require the user to supply three important parameters: 
 

1. Genomic germline sequences for the V-, J- and D-genes in FASTA text file             
format (depending on the type of model to infer). These files can be             
downloaded from IMGT and will need to follow the IMGT guidelines for each             
descriptional header line of a sequence. 

4  Usage of the ‘build’ tool is described at 
penuts7644.github.io/ImmunoProbs/usage.html#building-a-model 
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2. A dataset with nucleotide sequences that can be used during the model            
inference of the new IGoR recombination model. Preferably full-length         
recombined VJ or VDJ sequences should be used with this tool. 

3. An integer value specifying the number of inference rounds IGoR should           
perform to reach convergence of the statistical model. 

 
The inference process will take some time to complete depending on the data sizes              
of the constructed sequence alignments for the germline V-, D- and J-genes and the              
number of inference rounds. On completion of the model inference procedure, the            
statistical data describing the model structure (i.e., model parameters and model           
marginals) is written as two separate files to the system. These files can be used to                
evaluate or generate sequences. 
 
 
4.1.5 Sequence and model evaluation 
 
Figure 13: Simplified pipeline of the evaluation      
process of ImmunoProbs. The user supplies the      
input sequences with optional V- and J-gene       
choice columns. This can be a custom model       
(e.g., the model marginals and parameters) from      
the 'build' ImmunoProbs tool or one of the       
pre-constructed IGoR models (e.g., human TCR     
alpha and beta chains, human BCR heavy chain,       
and mouse TCR beta chain) that are included with         
ImmunoProbs. Finally, the genomic germline    
sequences, downloaded from IMGT and used for      
building the model, need to be specified if the tool         
evaluates VJ or VDJ sequences. For CDR3       
sequences, CDR3 anchor position files should be       
selected. If one of the included models is used for         
evaluation, no additional files have to be specified.        
The probability scores for the evaluated nucleotide      
and/or amino acid sequences are appended to the        
original input file upon completion. 

 

 
An evaluation tool was added to ImmunoProbs in order to validate the constructed             
VJ and VDJ recombination models and/or a selection of sequences . When           5

validating full-length VJ or VDJ sequences, IGoR is executed and the generation            
probability is computed for each of the given nucleotide sequences. However, if            

5  Additional usage information of the ‘evaluate’ option is described at 
https://penuts7644.github.io/ImmunoProbs/usage.html#calculate-the-generation-probabilities-for-vj-
vdj-or-cdr3-sequences 
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CDR3 sequences are given, OLGA is used to calculate the sequence generation            
probability. Since IGoR can only compute the probability for the nucleotide           
sequence, any given amino acid sequence is labeled with a ‘NA’ (i.e., not available)              
label. OLGA can compute the generation probabilities for both nucleotide and amino            
acid CDR3 sequences. ImmunoProbs will, therefore, make sure that both          
probabilities are computed by converting the nucleotide sequence into an amino acid            
sequence if not already given. When only an amino acid sequence is given, the              
nucleotide sequence probability will be set to ‘NA’ since the amino acid to nucleotide              
conversion would result in multiple different sequence variations. 
 
The evaluation tool requires a few parameters, as shown in Figure 13. This simplified              
pipeline starts by letting the user select a sequence dataset that should be             
evaluated. This file can contain nucleotide and/or amino acid sequences with two            
optional columns specifying the V- and J-gene choices. The V- and J-gene choice             
values are only used by OLGA in order to improve the accuracy and performance              
when calculating the probability score of a given sequence. If the ‘to-be’ evaluated             
sequences are CDR3 sequences, the parameter flag for CDR3 input needs to be             
enabled and the accompanying index position files from Paragraph 4.1.3 need to be             
specified. 
 
Finally, the tool requires either a previously constructed model (e.g., model           
parameters and model marginals files) or one of the included IGoR models that             
come pre-installed with ImmunoProbs. If one of these pre-constructed models is           
selected (e.g., human TCR alpha and beta chains, human BCR heavy chain, and             
mouse TCR beta chain), the user will not have to specify the CDR3 anchor positions               
or genomic germline sequences for each of the genes. These files come included             
with the models. 
 
The tool will replace the allele value for each germline sequence variant to resemble              
the first allele (i.e., ‘*01’). This is done in order to reduce complexity, since a single                
germline sequence can easily have multiple allele variants (even up to 20 different             
variants). This means that the allele attribute for all of the ‘family-gene-allele’            
recombinations of the V- and J-gene choice columns in the input data file are              
overwritten to ‘*01’. This default behaviour can also be disabled in favor of using the               
allele information given in the input file. 
 
Having specified all this information, ImmunoProbs will use IGoR and OLGA to            
calculate the generation probabilities for the nucleotide and/or amino acid          
sequences. These values are appended to the original input file. 
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4.1.6 Generating full-length or CDR3 sequences 
 
With the newly constructed VJ and VDJ recombination models on hand, the user             
should now be able to generate some sequences. This can easily be done with              
ImmunoProbs’ generate functionality . 6

 
Figure 14: A simplified pipeline graph showing the        
process of generating VJ, VDJ or CDR3       
sequences with ImmunoProbs. The user selects     
an included IGoR model (e.g., human TCR alpha       
and beta chains, human BCR heavy chain, and        
mouse TCR beta chain) or a custom model (e.g.,         
the model marginals and parameters). If CDR3       
sequences should be generated, additional files      
need to specified containing the CDR3 anchor      
positions. The specified number of generated     
sequences are written to the file system. 

 

 
To get started, the user will have to select a model. This can either be a custom                 
model by specifying the model marginal and model parameter files, or one of the              
included/pre-installed models provided in ImmunoProbs. Secondly, if the desired         
output sequences should be CDR3 sequences, the user will need to select the files              
containing the V- and J-gene start index positions. Finally, the user selects the             
number of sequences to generate. The generated sequences are written to the file             
system. The resulting file also contains the V- and J-gene choice columns. The             
generated sequence could also be used for the evaluation tool. A simplified version             
of the process is illustrated in Figure 14. 
 
 

4.2 Analysis of model performance and structure 
 
Some additional bash, Python and R programming files were written in order to             
answer the research questions that were introduced in the introductory chapter . A            7

high performance computing cluster was used to perform all the necessary tasks.            
These tasks include constructing and inferring IGoR models as well as evaluating            

6  The ImmunoProbs ‘generate’ tool usage is described at 
penuts7644.github.io/ImmunoProbs/usage.html#generate-vj-vdj-or-cdr3-sequences 

7  The GitHub repository with all the files used for the analysis can be found at 
github.com/penuts7644/TcrDataComparison.  
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their generative performance. The recombination models were also compared         
against each other to discover possible structural differences, like probability score           
variations, that could have occurred during the inference process of IGoR. 
 
The computing cluster uses the Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management           
(SLURM) system to manage all the queued jobs from various users at once. Various              
SLURM specific bash scripts, also known as ‘sbatch’ scripts were written to interact             
with the cluster. These files needed to perform an initial setup before they continued              
on to the main components of the scripts containing the ImmunoProbs commands.            
The setup starts by loading all the necessary modules into the system (e.g., IGoR,              
MUSCLE, and Python 2) followed by setting some additional environment variables           
to make sure the system exits correctly upon completion and that the resulting data              
is written to the right system location. The IGoR and MUSCLE modules were not              
available on the computing cluster and had to be installed manually using the             
EasyBuild framework. To avoid errors, ImmunoProbs and its required Python          
packages needed to be installed in the loaded Python 2 module before any of the               
sbatch scripts were executed on the cluster. 
 
The main section of each sbatch job file consist of collecting the input data files from                
the cluster, applying some additional pre-processing (e.g., either merging the input           
data files together or subsampling a dataset), and finally performing the appropriate            
ImmunoProbs tool. In some scenarios, ImmunoProbs would not have the necessary           
tools to produce the appropriate results. In cases like these (e.g., calculating the             
Kullback-Leibler divergence between two IGoR models), a separate Python 2 file           
was written to obtain the right result. These scripting files are also included in the               
repository under a separate directory. 
 
Various jobs were divided into multiple sbatch files to divide the workload over             
multiple compute nodes. Each sbatch file would contain one step that needs to be              
executed at a certain stage within the workflow. For example, step one would need              
to occur before step two and sub-steps within step two (e.g., a, b or c) would be                 
executed in a parallel manner. This method made it possible to infer and evaluate              
multiple recombination models of three different datasets at once. Some of the            
sbatch scripts were using an ‘array’ execution method to further parallelize a given             
task, allowing the script to use all 32 cores of multiple nodes at once. 
 
All the resulting evaluated data and model files were collected to a local system and               
used in a variety of different R programming scripts. For each research question             
stated in the introductory chapter, there are several R scripting files for comparing             
and plotting the data. Each script applies some form of data preparation and             
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additional calculations (e.g., correlation scores). Finally, the formatted data is plotted           
for a number of figures with the Rstudio software. The ggplot R package and/or the               
facet function were used to plot multiple comparisons into one single figure. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Results 
 
The implemented ImmunoProbs package and analytical tools from the previous          
chapter have been used to investigate the research questions described in Chapter            
1. The following chapter will provide all the figures produced with the tools in an               
attempt to provide concrete answers to the questions. 
 
Three different human TCR beta chain datasets (emerson, jong and gomez           
respectively) were used to analyze the various generative recombination models          
build through ImmunoProbs. Immune receptor repertoires from five individuals,         
containing around 150.000 sequences each, were randomly selected for each of the            
three datasets. Out of these five individuals, three were found positive for their             
respective diseases (subject 1, subject 2 and subject 3) and two of which were used               
as control (control 1 and control 2). 
 
 

5.1 In- and out-frame recombination models are different 
 
In total, fifteen different VDJ recombination models were constructed. Recombination          
models were built for each of the five individual repertoires from the emerson             
dataset. Three different models were inferred for each of the five individuals: one             
trained with only the in-frame sequences (in); the second only using the out-frame             
sequences and sequences containing stop codons; the last one using all sequences            
from their repertoire (in- and out-frame sequences). We compared each of the three             
models of a single individual against each other to see if there is any difference               
between the models, probability and performance wise. These comparisons were          
done for each of the five immune receptor repertoires. 
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Figure 15: The VDJ recombination models that were inferred using out-frame sequences show worse              
performance compared to the other model types. In or all type models perform similarly to each other                 
by aligning closely to the gray diagonal line. The scattering of the data points around the correlation                 
lines is neglectable since these resemble a small portion of the total number of evaluated sequences.                
The correlation scores also reflect these observations. For each individual (right y-axis), three models              
were inferred with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes sequences with stop codons) or in- and               
out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA             
sequences [23]. For each individual repertoire, model performances were compared against each            
other (top x-axis). Each model, of a given individual, evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino                
acid (red) sequences by combining the repertoires of all five individuals. The correlation scores were               
calculated for nucleotide and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient            
method and are shown in the top left corner of each plot. 
 
Each of the fifteen inferred IGoR models evaluated the same combined dataset. This             
combined dataset was made by appending the five immune receptor repertoires           
together. Both nucleotide sequences (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences were           
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evaluated using ImmunoProbs' evaluation tool. The generation probability scores of          
the evaluated sequences from the two compared VDJ recombination models were           
sorted and aligned with each other to produce a single plot. It is therefore important               
that a sequence evaluated by one model is correctly aligned with the same             
sequence evaluated by the other model. This process was performed three times            
(top x-axis) for each of the five repertoires (right y-axis). The resulting figure is shown               
in Figure 15. The Pearson correlation coefficient method was used to compute the             
linear correlation between each set of evaluated nucleotide and amino acid           
sequences. A similar figure, using Spearman rank correlation, can be found in            
Appendix A. For each individual, out-frame recombination models produce the          
lowest sequence generation probability scores. They perform worse than the two           
types of recombination models. This is reflected in the correlation scores. 
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Figure 16: The immune receptor components/events of the inferred VDJ recombination models are at              
times markedly different. High difference between the average model entropy (black) and the relative              
entropy of two compared models (green, orange or purple) indicates that the two corresponding              
models are similar to each other for the event. The ‘V-gene’ and ‘V-gene trim (3)’ events indicate a                  
high entropy increase. For each individual, three models were inferred with either in-frame (in),              
out-frame (includes sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common               
repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. The Kullback-Leibler divergence            
was computed for each occurring immune receptor component/event of the inferred models. Each             
model is compared against in both directions (e.g., in-frame versus out-frame and vice versa)              
therefore each label in the legend (in-out, in-all, and out-all) contains two data points for each color                 
(green, orange or purple). The average divergence (black) is computed by summing the three              
individual model entropies and dividing by three. The left y-axis is formatted using a log10 scale and                 
the x-axis events are sorted from left to right and high to low using the average entropy values (black). 
 

 
Figure 17: The entropy increase is at times markedly different for the immune receptor              
components/events. The ‘V-gene’ and ‘V-gene trim (3)’ events have the highest entropy increase.             
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Overall, the in-frame-sequence-models and all-sequence models have the lowest entropy increase           
(green). For each individual, three VDJ recombination models were inferred with either in-frame (in),              
out-frame (includes sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common               
repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. The entropy increase was             
calculated by using the Kullback-Leibler divergence of two models divided by the average entropy of               
each model (e.g., the entropy increase formula for ‘in-all’ is ). This process was repeated          100%H(in)

K(in||all)      

for each occurring immune receptor component/event of the inferred models. Each model is             
compared against in both directions (e.g., in-frame versus out-frame and vice versa) therefore each              
label in the legend (in-out, in-all, and out-all) contains two data points for each color (green, orange or                  
purple). The x-axis events are sorted from left to right and high to low using the average entropy                  
values. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 16, the immune receptor components/events of the three            
compared recombination models for a given individual are very similar. Depending           
on the color, each dot shows the Kullback-Leibler divergence of two models. The             
black dots are computed by taking the average of the entropies for each of the three                
models. This is done for each immune receptor component/event and each of the             
five individuals. The further a black and colored dot are separated from one another,              
the higher their similarity given that event. Figure 17 illustrates this relationship in             
more detail. Using the formula, we were able to calculate the entropy    100% H(A)

K(A||B)         
increase for each comparison (colored bars) (shown in Figure 16). The V-gene and             
V-gene 3-prime trim components/events are different between the in- and out-frame           
recombination model. The other immune receptor components/events indicate        
higher similarities. 
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Figure 18: The V-gene probabilities differ most between models inferred with either in- or out-frame               
sequences. For each individual (right y-axis), three VDJ recombination models were inferred with             
either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all)              
sequences from a common repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. The              
V-gene probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and compared against the             
probabilities of the other two models within the same repertoire (top x-axis). This process was               
repeated for all five individuals. Each V-gene is marked with a different color. Only V-genes with at                 
least one occurrence throughout the comparisons are kept. 
 
Diving deeper into the V-gene component/event differences for the recombination          
models, we observe varying probability scores between in- and out-frame          
recombination models (Figure 18). Recombination models inferred with out-frame         
sequences have either lower or higher V-gene probability values. They are also not             
aligned along the diagonal gray line. 
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Figure 19: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘subject               
1’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using division) within the same repertoire               
(top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one occurrence               
throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 20: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘subject               
1’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using subtraction) within the same              
repertoire (top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one               
occurrence throughout the comparisons are kept. 
 
The relationship of the V-gene and the V-gene 3-prime trim probabilities show a high              
variance in the upper V-gene 3-prime trim regions between the in- and out-frame             
inferred recombination models. This is shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 for subject              
1. The figures for the other four individuals using division and subtraction comparison             
methods can be found in Appendix A. 
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5.2 IGoR models from different repertoires are at times different 
 
A total of fifteen IGoR models were inferred to investigate our second research             
question: five models for each of the three study datasets (emerson, jong and             
gomez). Each recombination model was constructed using all the available          
nucleotide sequences in the respective immune repertoire. For each study, a single            
combined dataset was used for evaluation purposes of the five models. This            
combined dataset was constructed by appending all the five repertoires within the            
study dataset together. We used Pearson linear correlation coefficient to illustrate           
the similarities between the evaluated data of the models. Figures that use            
Spearman rank correlation coefficient instead of Pearson are included in Appendix           
B. 
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Figure 21: At times, the evaluation performance of the models is markedly different (e.g., ‘subject 3’                
versus ‘control 1’). The models compared against ‘control 1’ have a high offset from the gray diagonal                 
line indicated by the ‘V’ shape like pattern of the data points. This scattering of data points also                  
negatively impacts the correlation scores. Each VDJ recombination model was inferred with in- and              
out-frame sequences (includes sequences with stop codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000            
TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. Each model was compared against the other four models (top                
x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red)               
sequences by combining all five repertoires. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and              
amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the              
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
 

 
Figure 22: The evaluation performance of the models is very similar for all individuals. This scattering                
of data points around the gray diagonal line has very little impact on the correlation scores. Each                 
model was inferred with in- and out-frame sequences (includes sequences with stop codons) from a               
repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [24]. Each VDJ recombination model             
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was compared against the other four models (top x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the                
same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by combining all five repertoires. The              
correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear             
correlation coefficient method and are shown in the opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location                
4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total correlation score for all sequences is indicated in                  
black. 
 

 
Figure 23: The evaluation performance of the models is very similar for all individuals. This scattering                
of data points around the gray diagonal line as well as the appearance of the ‘V’ shape pattern has                   
limited impact on the correlation values. Each VDJ recombination model was inferred with in- and               
out-frame sequences (includes sequences with stop codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000            
TCR beta chain DNA sequences [25]. Each model was compared against the other four models (top                
x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red)               
sequences by combining all five repertoires. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and              
amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the              
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opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
 
Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23 illustrates the comparative recombination model            
performance of five individual repertoires. Each figure uses a distinct dataset with            
five repertoires each. The Pearson correlation scores are displayed in the opposite            
location for each of the plots inside a figure. For example, the plot located on row 4                 
and column 2 has its correlations scores displayed in row 2 and column 4. Each plot                
has three correlation scores: one for nucleotide sequences (blue), one for amino acid             
sequences (red), and one combined correlation score computed by taking all           
sequences. These correlation values are overall very high, with some slight           
exceptions. The nucleotide and amino acid sequence probabilities are roughly the           
same. All comparisons display the same overall data point scattering pattern. Most            
data points hover around the gray diagonal line, this decreases the correlation            
scores a little bit. Comparisons having a ‘V’-like-pattern on the right and/or left side of               
the diagonal result in much lower correlations values (Figure 21). 
 
Figure 24: An inferred model is better at evaluating         
sequences originating from the same repertoire      
used for inference of the model. Each VDJ        
recombination model was inferred with in- and      
out-frame sequences (includes sequences with    
stop codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000      
TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. Both       
models evaluated the same sequences by     
combining the two immune repertoires. The origin      
of the evaluated sequences is highlighted in a       
different color depending on the model (orange for        
‘subject 3’ and green for ‘control 1’). 
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Figure 25: The entropy increase is at times       
markedly different. The ‘J-gene trim (5)’ and       
‘V-gene trim (3)’ immune receptor     
components/events have low similarity.    
Comparing ‘subject 3’ against ‘control 1’ (orange)      
shows less similarity than when comparing ‘control       
1’ against ‘subject 3’ (green). Each VDJ       
recombination model was inferred with in- and      
out-frame sequences (includes sequences with    
stop codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000      
TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23]. The entropy        
increase was calculated by using the      
Kullback-Leibler divergence of the two models     
divided by the average entropy of each model       
(e.g., the entropy increase formula for ‘control 1’       
against ‘subject 3’ is ). This    100%H(control 1)

K(control 1||subject 3)   

process was repeated for each occurring immune      
receptor component/event of the inferred models.      
Each model is compared against in both directions       
since Kullback-Leibler divergence is asymmetric. 

 

 
Figure 24 and Figure 25 give a more in-depth look into why there is ‘V’-shape pattern                
in Figure 21 and Figure 23. Comparison data of Figure 21 from row 4 and column 3                 
was used (subject 3 versus control 1) to plot Figure 24 and Figure 25. Both VDJ                
recombination models have been inferred using the emerson dataset. A given model            
assigns higher probabilities to sequence data that was also used during inference of             
the model. The evaluated sequences in orange have been used to infer the model              
for subject 3, while the green ones were used for control 1. Orange sequences have               
higher probabilities when evaluated by subject 3 while the green ones clearly have             
higher probabilities with control 1. 
 
The entropy increase of the two compared IGoR models for each of the immune              
receptor components/events is illustrated in Figure 25. The highest entropy increase           
is in the V-gene 3-prime trim and the J-gene 5-prime trim components/events. The             
other immune receptor components/events have higher similarities. The entropy         
increase (e.g., ) was calculated by dividing the Kulklback-Leibler  100%H(A)

K(A||B)        
divergence of the two models by the entropy of one model. This process was done               
both directions: control 1 against subject 3 and vice versa. 
 
 
 

5.3 IGoR models from repertoires of distinct studies are similar 
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Three VDJ recombination models were constructed: one for each of the selected            
study dataset (emerson, jong, and gomez). Each of the five repertoires within a given              
study dataset were combined into one data file. Each model was inferred using all              
the sequences in the file (e.g in- and out-frame sequences including ones containing             
stop codons). Each model evaluated the same sequences by constructing a dataset            
of all five repertoires from the three studies together. Pearson linear correlation            
coefficient method was used for the figure in this paragraph section. A similar figure              
using Spearman rank correlation coefficient is included in Appendix C. 
 
As indicated in Figure 26, recombination models inferred with data of different            
studies do not necessarily result in variation of estimation performance between the            
models. This is also reflected in the Pearson correlation scores between the            
evaluated nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences. Models from study 2            
and 3 obtain only slightly higher probability scores than the model of study 1. Study               
1, 2 and 3 originate from the jong, emerson and gomez datasets respectively. 
 

 
Figure 26: The models inferred from different studies are not necessarily different from each other.               
The evaluation performance of the three models is very similar. This is also reflected in the correlation                 
scores. One VDJ recombination model was trained for each study dataset using in- and out-frame               
sequences (includes sequences with stop codons). Each study consists of five repertoires appended             
together. Study 1 [23], 2 [24] and 3 [25] containing roughly 750.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences                 
each. Each study is compared against the other two others (top x-axis). Each model evaluated the                
same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by combining the study repertoires (five              
each) together. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and amino acid sequences             
using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the top left corner of each plot. 
 

5.4 Model accuracy is diminished below 5.000 sequences 
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A total of thirty-five VDJ recombination models were constructed and trained using            
the five repertoires from the emerson dataset. Each IGoR model was trained using             
all the nucleotide sequences (in- and out-frame sequences including sequence          
containing stop codons). Seven models were constructed for each of the five            
repertoires. Each with a varying number of sequences for model inference. The            
following number of sequences were used: the whole dataset (indicated as ‘all’ in the              
figures for this paragraph), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500 and 100 sequences.            
The sequences were randomly selected from the original repertoire containing          
150.000 TCR beta chain sequences. Each selection of sequences (except ‘all’) uses            
a one-to-two ratio for in- and out-frame sequences. For example, the dataset with             
10.000 TCR beta chain sequences contains 5.000 in-frame sequences and 5.000           
out-frame sequences. 
 
A combined dataset was used to compare the computed generation probabilities of            
the sequences. This combined dataset was made by combining the five repertoires.            
Pearson linear correlation coefficient was used for the figures shown in this            
Paragraph. Plots using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method can be found           
in Appendices F and G. 
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Figure 27: Model performance for ‘subject 1’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘subject 1’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23]. Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 28: Model performance for ‘subject 2’ starts to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘subject 2’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 29: Model performance for ‘subject 3’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘subject 3’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 30: Model performance for ‘control 1’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘control 1’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 31: Model performance for ‘control 2’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘control 2’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Pearson linear correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 32: Model performances start to converge around 1.000 sequence and become very similar to               
the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. Models from ‘control 1’ perform              
notably worse. The repertoires from all the five individuals (containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA               
sequences each), were used to infer thirty-five VDJ recombination models [23]. For each repertoire, a               
model was inferred with one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000,                
10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500 and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other              
remaining models (top x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the same sequences by              
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated using Pearson              
linear correlation coefficient method. 
 
Figure 27 to Figure 31 compare the estimation performance of the VDJ            
recombination models that have been inferred with a varying number of sequences.            
Each figure contains model comparisons of one single repertoire. The Pearson           
correlation scores for the amino acid (red), nucleotide (blue) and a combination of             
both (black) have been plotted for each comparison in the opposite location. For             
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example, the correlation scores for the plot located in row 4 and column 2 are               
located in row 2 and column 4. 
 
The plots within each of the five figures illustrate the same pattern. Models from              
5.000 sequences and higher show almost no difference between each other.           
However, when models go under the 1.000 mark, the amount of spread around the              
diagonal gets markedly higher. This is also observed in the corresponding correlation            
values for each of the plots. Subject 1 (Figure 27) is the only figure were the plots hit                  
the gray diagonal line. The generation probabilities decreases when a model is            
inferred with less sequences. 
 
The correlation scores of all the IGoR models from Figure 27 to Figure 31 are               
combined in Figure 32. Here we include and overall comparison of all the five              
repertoires. The seven models from ‘control 1’ perform noticeably different compared           
to the other repertoires. The figures using Spearman rank correlation coefficient           
method can be found under Appendix D. 
 

 
Figure 33: The probabilities of a given V-gene is only slightly influenced by the number of sequences                 
that were used during inference of the model. A decrease (from left to right) happens when a larger                  
subsample does not increase the number of the same V-genes compared to the smaller sample size.                
An increase indicates the exact opposite. The repertoire from ‘subject 1’, containing 150.000 TCR              
beta chain DNA sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model               
was inferred with one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000,                
5.000, 1.000, 500 and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining              
models (top x-axis and right y-axis). The probabilities of the twenty highest scoring V-genes across               
the seven models are compared. 
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Figure 34: The differences in the relational probability        
occur between V-gene 3-prime trim 0 to 10. The lesser          
the number sequences, the higher the difference in        
probability scores. The models start to converge around        
1.000 sequence and becomes very similar to the final         
model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences.       
The repertoire from ‘subject 1’, containing 150.000 TCR        
beta chain DNA sequences, was used to infer seven         
VDJ recombination models [23]. Each model was       
inferred with one of the following number of sequence:         
the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000,        
500 and 100 sequences. The V-gene (y-axis) and        
relational V-gene 3-prime trim (x-axis) probabilities for       
each of the seven models are compared against each         
other. The ten V-genes that have the highest overall         
probabilities throughout all the models were selected and        
sorted from high to low, top to bottom. 
 
Both Figure 33 and Figure 34 compare the        
V-gene and V-gene 3-prime trim probabilities      
between the seven recombination models for      
subject 1. Figures for the remaining four       
repertoires can be found under Appendix D.       
Figure 33 and Figure 34 only include the        
twenty or ten of the most occurring V-genes        
respectively. 
 
The probabilities of a given V-gene is only        
slightly influenced by the number of sequences       
used for model inference (Figure 33). Over       
most of the V-genes, the probability stays       
around the same. However, a few V-genes       
have a very high occurrence (indicated by the        
tall green peak).  
 
Figure 34 displays the differences of the       
models between the relationship of the V-gene       
and V-gene 3-prime trim probability values.      
Highest number of variance occurs in the       
zero-to-ten trim probabilities for all of the       
models. Model probabilities do not change      
markedly above the 1.000 sequence count. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Discussion 
 
In the upcoming chapter, we will discuss the results from Chapter 5 by comparing              
the results against our research questions and expectations. We will also look into             
the functionalities, shortcomings and potential improvements of IGoR, OLGA,         
ImmunoProbs, and other processing tools that were used to conduct the research. 
 
 

6.1 Investigating the performance of VDJ recombination models 
 
In this thesis, we set out to investigate the functionality, accuracy and overall             
credibility of the VDJ recombination models inferred by the IGoR software [4]. We             
have done this by comparing the underlying recombination probabilities as well as            
the evaluation performances for each statistical IGoR model. OLGA was used to            
evaluate the CDR3 nucleotide and amino acid sequence by calculating the           
generation probability of the sequences [5]. 
 
We conducted this research with three immunoSEQ formatted datasets, each from           
one distinct study [23–25]. We randomly selected five human TCR beta chain            
repertoires (2 negatives and 3 positives of infection/disease) for each of the three             
datasets, making a total of fifteen repertoires. The selected repertoires were used            
throughout the research of this thesis project. It is important to note that we only               
used immunoSEQ study datasets containing TCR beta chain sequences for this           
entire thesis project. We formalized four research questions to investigate the           
inferred IGoR models: 
 

1. How do recombination models compare against each other when inferred          
using different sequence types (e.g., in- or out-frame sequences)? 

2. Are there differences between recombination models from distinct immune         
receptor repertoires within the same study? 

3. Is there a difference between recombination models inferred from repertoires          
with distinct study setups? 

4. How does the number of sequences in a repertoire influence the inferred            
recombination model? 
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In order to answer these questions, we developed ImmunoProbs: a Python-based           
TCR and BCR recombination suite for inferring IGoR models and          
generating/evaluating full-length VJ/VDJ of CDR3 sequences with IGoR/OLGA.        
Additional bash and R scripts were written to compare the statistical and sequence             
generation probabilities for each of the models against each other. The comparisons            
were plotted, using a variety of different methods, into a collection of figures (Chapter              
5). Each research question and the accompanying result is discussed with further            
detail in the following subparagraphs. 
 
 
6.1.1 In- and out-frame recombination models are different 
 
Investigating our first research question led us to constructing fifteen VDJ           
recombination models with ImmunoProbs, three for each of the five individual           
repertoires containing 150.000 sequences [23]. The models were either inferred with           
in-frame sequences (including sequences containing stop codons), out-frame        
sequences or a combination of both types. We compared the evaluation           
performance and statistical probabilities of the models against each other.          
Out-frame-based models produced lower generation probability scores for a given          
sequence dataset in comparison to their in-frame model counterparts (Figure 15).           
This is seen in the scattering of the data points along the gray diagonal line.               
Out-frame evaluations tend to have values closer around the zero and this is             
confirmed by the Pearson linear correlation scores. The data points have a more             
linear relationship with each other. The fact that the correlation scores are not lower              
than 0.9 indicates that the largest number of data points are residing near the              
diagonal line. The data points also have a very strong ranked relationship with each              
other by comparing Figure 15 with Figure 35. The amino acid probability scores are              
generally higher than their nucleotide counterparts. This is caused by the           
transcription-translation process from DNA sequence to protein. Several nucleotide         
codon combinations can create the same amino acid. The algorithm in OLGA takes             
these combinations into account when computing the generation probability score for           
a given amino acid sequence. 
 
Through inspecting the various immune receptor components/events of each model          
(Figure 16 and Figure 17), we observed that the ‘V-gene’ and ‘V-gene trim (3)’              
events have the largest relative Kullback-Leibler divergence and entropy increase          
when compared against the out-frame-based models. This could be the reason why            
the generation probability values are lower with out-frame models. Large diverging           
values between compared components could potentially be caused by pseudo          
counts. Values of zero have a large influence on the division part of the              
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Kullback-Leibler formula (i.e., causing infinity). IGoR compensates for this         
non-smoothness by adding 1e-5 to each value before the divergence is calculated.            
However, this added amount influences the outcome. We can therefore not be            
exactly sure how good of an approach the Kullback-Leibler divergence really is for             
investigating immune receptor component/event similarities. An alternative could        
have been to use Jensen Shannon divergence, which is symmetric and less affected             
by very low probability values (as it corresponds to average KL divergence of the two               
models from a distribution corresponding to their arithmetic averages) [26]. Besides           
the Jensen-Shannon divergence, there are plenty of other methods from within the            
same entropy family that could have been used [27]. 
 
The individual ‘V-gene’ event probabilities of the out-frame-based models indicated          
that there is a difference in V-gene ratios between the other two sequence types              
(Figure 18). Certain genes occur more often with either in- or out-frame sequences             
creating a bias in the model toward selecting V-genes with higher probabilities. The             
same behavior is observable with the V-gene 3-prime trim probabilities of the models             
(Figure 19 and Figure 20). Most trims are within zero and ten, however, the largest               
probability differences are caused by the trims that have a length between ten and              
sixteen. 
 
 
6.1.2 IGoR models from different repertoires are at times different 
 
We inferred five distinct models for each of the three datasets (emerson, jong and              
gomez) [23–25] to compare models from various repertoires (second research          
question). The entire repertoire file, containing 150.000 sequences, was used for           
model inference. The observed recombination model performances are in most          
evaluation scenarios very similar to each other, having a Pearson linear correlation            
score above 0.9 (Figure 21 to Figure 23). The data seems to form a strong linear                
relationship between each other and an even stronger ranked relationship (Figure 44            
to Figure 46). Again, the amino acid sequences have higher correlation scores than             
their nucleotide alternative. The spread of data points around the diagonal line is the              
cause of the reduction in the correlation value. In some exceptional cases, the data              
is scattered in a ‘V’-like pattern. This dramatically influences the nucleotide and            
amino acid correlation scores for the respective plot. Upon further investigation, we            
saw that an inferred model assigns noticeably higher probabilities to sequences that            
it has seen during inference (Figure 24). This is expected behavior with Bayesian             
networks since these networks would match better with the frequencies of the data             
used for inference than an unseen set of sequences. The ‘J-gene trim (5)’ and              
‘V-gene trim (3)’ immune receptor components/events have the highest entropy          
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increase between the two tested recombination models. This indicates that the           
difference of the generation probability is likely caused by these two events (Figure             
25). 
 
 
6.1.3 IGoR models from repertoires of distinct studies are similar 
 
For the investigation of question three, we compared the models of the three             
selected study datasets [23–25] against each other. We inferred three models; one            
for each study of five combined repertoires (750.000 sequences in total). The result             
indicates that these distinct models do not necessarily differ much from each other             
(Figure 26). Especially when compared against the results of our second research            
question. Even though the correlation scores are not as high as they could have              
been, the scattering of the data points around the diagonal line is very similar. The               
recombination model inferred with data from the first study results in slightly better             
estimations than the other two. Its data points are closely located to the diagonal              
line. Amino acid sequences have higher Pearson correlation scores than their           
nucleotide alternative.  
 
We decided not to compare these three models against the default IGoR model that              
is included with IGoR and ImmunoProbs because of structural differences in the            
Bayesian network. The three constructed TCR beta chain models have their gene            
usage probability factorized (i.e., ) while the model supplied    (V , , ) (V )P (D, )  P D J = P J      
by IGoR and ImmunoProbs does not [4]. This means that the factorized models miss              
all the information from the chromosomal organization/partition of the alleles. This is            
important information for learning the biological impossibility of recombining D- and           
J-genes that are found on different chromosomes. Factorization can however also           
introduce more noise into the recombination model. As illustrated in Figure 47, there             
also seems to be a very strong rank correlation between the data points. 
 
 
6.1.4 Model accuracy is diminished below 5.000 sequences 
 
Lastly, we built a total of thirty-five VDJ recombination models to compare the effect              
of various inference data sizes on the model performance (fourth question). We            
constructed seven models for each of the five repertoires (150.000 sequences each)            
selected from the emerson study dataset [23]. The following number of sequences            
were used for inference of the seven models: the whole dataset, 50.000, 10.000,             
5.000, 1.000, 500 and 100 sequences. The seven model variations from a single             
repertoire were compared against each other (Figure 27 to Figure 31). Models are             
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very similar when using 5.000 or more sequences during inference. The resulting            
performances indicate that models start to diverge dramatically from each other at            
1.000 sequences and below. Pearson linear correlation scores start to go below 0.9,             
and even lower in scenarios with 500 sequences. A good model should therefore be              
based on at least 5.000 sequences. The IGoR paper [4] does not give a description               
of how many sequences were used during their model inference processes, making            
them non-reproducible. For all of the seven models over the five repertoires, none of              
them reach a steady distribution around the gray diagonal line. There is a generation              
probability difference between each model, meaning that there is still information to            
be learned between the model variations. This even happens for models that have             
been inferred with many more sequences than the 5.000 minimum. The resulting            
figures seem to indicate that there are very strong rank correlations between the             
model estimations (Figure 48 to Figure 52). 
 
The correlation scores of the thirty-five models shown in the heatmaps from Figure             
32 and Figure 53 also indicate that not all repertoires result in high-quality models.              
The model estimated from ‘control 1’ behaves noticeably different than those           
estimated from different donors, across subsampling sizes. Selecting the right data           
origin and number of sequences for model inference is important for constructing a             
productive recombination model. 
 
Interestingly, the V-gene probabilities for the twenty best V-genes do not seem to             
fluctuate as much between the various dataset sizes (Figure 33). This is a good sign,               
indicating that the ratios of the V-genes in the datasets stay the same during              
inference. The same applies to the V-genes in relation to the V-gene 3-prime trim              
probabilities. The pattern in the figures (Figure 34, Figure 54 to Figure 57) remains              
similar across the different datasets. Only the smaller sizes (e.g., below 5.000)            
shows a larger divergence between the probabilities, again indicating that 5.000           
sequences are a good minimum for model inference. 
 
 

6.2 Model recombination suite ImmunoProbs 
 
IGoR and OLGA have been developed in different programming languages, C++ and            
Python, respectively. These languages come with different architectural priorities in          
mind. While C++ is good for deep hardware integration and high performance,            
Python is praised for its development friendly environment, extensibility and          
readability. Making these two packages work together will without doubt introduce           
incompatibilities (e.g., their execution commands). To address these issues and          
make both packages easier to use, we developed ImmunoProbs, a package that            
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wraps both programs into a single application that is easy to use. ImmunoProbs             
provides the most crucial functionalities from IGoR and OLGA and takes care of the              
necessary communication between the programs. 
 
IGoR was definitely a struggle to make a wrapper for, due to various issues: the lack                
of error handling and error code descriptions; an excessive amount of file duplication             
when reading in large data files; memory allocation and efficiency issues;           
overcomplicated modular command line parameters; and compilation issues. The         
lack of extensibility and the need to compile from source code (which easily takes up               
twenty minutes) makes it very hard to develop functions for/around IGoR. OLGA is             
definitely not an exception. While easy to install, it lacks the customizability for most              
of the command line parameters when importing functions into another code           
package. This makes OLGA almost completely useless when imported, requiring the           
developer to rewrite (i.e., refactor) whole code segments in an attempt to make it              
compatible with their own project. OLGA is clearly written for command-line use only,             
even though its developers praise the import functionality of OLGA. While           
ImmunoProbs has improved upon or bypassed most of these flaws (e.g., with a             
separate Docker image), its development has certainly been held back. Support for            
the AIRR community file format has not been included yet, neither is ImmunoProbs             
Python 3 compatible. The latter issue is caused by OLGA being written in Python 2,               
which will not be supported anymore starting January 1st, 2020. 
 
ImmunoProbs definitely has enough improvements to implement before it can          
become a widely used tool. Nevertheless, the use of ImmunoProbs during the thesis             
project removed a lot of the execution complexities that would have otherwise            
slowed down the thesis project. The modular structure, configuration file support and            
the addition of a Docker image including IGoR software certainly helped with the             
setup of all the sbatch files for the high-performance cluster and for building all the               
recombination models. 
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Chapter 7 

7. Conclusion 
 
 
During this thesis project, we have investigated the variability of probability estimates            
and the structural differences (e.g., assigned probabilities of the immune receptor           
components/events in the model) between IGoR inferred VDJ recombination models.          
We divided this investigation into four research questions:  
 

1. How do recombination models compare against each other when inferred          
using different sequence types (e.g., in- or out-frame sequences)? 

2. Are there differences between recombination models estimated from distinct         
immune receptor repertoires within the same study? 

3. Is there a difference between recombination models inferred from repertoires          
with distinct study setups? 

4. How does the number of sequences in a repertoire influence the inferred            
recombination model? 

 
To answer each question we used a variety of comparison techniques, primarily            
based on computing the generation probabilities of a reference set of nucleotide and             
amino acid CDR3 sequences from the inference process. For our four research            
questions we found the following answers: 
 

1. Out-frame-sequence-based models are moderately different from      
in-frame-based recombination models. 

2. Models inferred from different individuals are at times markedly different. 
3. Models inferred from individuals of different studies are not necessarily more           

dissimilar than models from different individuals within the same study. 
4. Model estimation starts to converge at around 1.000 inferred sequences and           

is quite similar to the final model when reaching 5.000 inferred sequences. 
 
The results obtained from these comparisons indicate that inferring a recombination           
model with IGoR comes with many implications. Besides some of the general            
software and documentation related issues that plague IGoR and OLGA, there are            
problems with the usability of the resulting recombination models. Models that have            
not been carefully constructed with the right repertoire type, format and size will not              
necessarily produce consistent results across different studies and use cases. 
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Both IGoR and OLGA will need additional software development and refinement in            
order to be truly user friendly in their native form. Until that time comes, the               
ImmunoProbs package will have the unique opportunity to simplify and streamline           
the inference and evaluation processes for VDJ recombination models. 
 
 
7.1 Future work 
 
The ImmunoProbs Python package has been of tremendous help for the           
construction and evaluation of IGoR VDJ recombination models. Besides the many           
weaknesses of IGoR and OLGA that were rectified, there are still a large number of               
issues to be added (or improved upon) in ImmunoProbs. This includes fixes and             
stability improvements (e.g., transitioning from Python 2 to 3), but also new features             
for the tools: implementation of the AIRR community file standard and the removal of              
the conversion tool; merging of CDR3 probability functions into ImmunoProbs;          
support for additional IGoR commands; a separate GitHub repository with Galaxy           
server tools. The Galaxy server tools of ImmunoProbs are as of now included in              
ImmunoProbs main repository. Finally, when all additional improvements have been          
made, we have an aim of submitting the ImmunoProbs package to the Journal of              
Open Source Software [28] for publication. 
 
There would also be a need to investigate if our claims would hold ground with the                
comparison of different TCR and BCR chains, recombination model types (i.e., VJ            
and VDJ) and species. In addition, it would be of interest to find similar              
computational methods for recombination using paired chain data (e.g., alpha-beta          
and heavy-light chain combinations). Finally, it would be interesting to examine our            
discrete distributed data with some alternative metrics like Jensen-Shannon         
divergence. 
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Appendices 
 
 
A. In- and out-frame recombination models are different 
 

 
Figure 35: The models that were inferred using out-frame sequences show worse performance             
compared to the other model types. In or all type models perform similarly to each other by aligning                  
closely to the gray diagonal line. The scattering of the data points around the correlation lines is                 
neglectable since these resemble a small portion of the total number of evaluated sequences. The               
correlation scores also reflect these observations. For each individual (right y-axis), three VDJ             
recombination models were inferred with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes sequences with stop             
codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common dataset containing 150.000 TCR beta               
chain DNA sequences [23] . For each individual repertoire, model performances were compared            
against each other (top x-axis). Each model, of a given individual, evaluated the same nucleotide               
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(blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by combining the repertoires of all five individuals. The               
correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank             
correlation coefficient method and are shown in the top left corner of each plot. 
 

 
Figure 36: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘subject               
2’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using division) within the same repertoire               
(top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one occurrence               
throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 37: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘subject               
3’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using division) within the same repertoire               
(top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one occurrence               
throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 38: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘control               
1’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using division) within the same repertoire               
(top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one occurrence               
throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 39: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘control               
2’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using division) within the same repertoire               
(top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one occurrence               
throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 40: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘subject               
2’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using subtraction) within the same              
repertoire (top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one               
occurrence throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 41: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘subject               
3’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using subtraction) within the same              
repertoire (top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one               
occurrence throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 42: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘control               
1’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using subtraction) within the same              
repertoire (top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one               
occurrence throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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Figure 43: Higher V-gene 3-prime trim values influence the V-gene probabilities within the model.              
Models inferred with in- or out-frame sequences result in the largest difference between each other.               
Three VDJ recombination models were trained with either in-frame (in), out-frame (includes            
sequences with stop codons) or in- and out-frame (all) sequences from a common repertoire (‘control               
2’) containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [23] . The V-gene (y-axis) and relational              
V-gene 3-prime trim (bottom x-axis) probabilities for each model marginals file were obtained and              
compared against the probabilities of the other two models (using subtraction) within the same              
repertoire (top x-axis). The values were scaled using log10. Only V-genes with at least one               
occurrence throughout the comparisons are kept. 
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B. IGoR models from different repertoires are at times different 
 

 
Figure 44: At times, the evaluation performance of the models is markedly different (e.g., ‘subject 3’                
versus ‘control 1’). The models compared against ‘control 1’ have a high offset from the gray diagonal                 
line indicated by the ‘V’ shape like pattern of the data points. This scattering of data points does not                   
impact the correlation scores. Each VDJ recombination model was inferred with in- and out-frame              
sequences (includes sequences with stop codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta             
chain DNA sequences [23] . Each model was compared against the other four models (top x-axis and                
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and amino acid              
sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the opposite             
location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                 
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 45: The evaluation performance of the models is very similar for all individuals. This scattering                
of data points around the gray diagonal line has very little impact on the correlation scores. Each VDJ                  
recombination model was inferred with in- and out-frame sequences (includes sequences with stop             
codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences [24] . Each model was               
compared against the other four models (top x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the same                
nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by combining all five repertoires. The correlation              
scores were calculated for nucleotide and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation             
coefficient method and are shown in the opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a                  
correlation plot in location 2-4). The total correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 46: The evaluation performance of the models is very similar for all individuals. This scattering                
of data points around the gray diagonal line as well as the appearance of the ‘V’ shape pattern has                   
almost no impact on the correlation values. Each VDJ recombination model was inferred with in- and                
out-frame sequences (includes sequences with stop codons) from a repertoire containing 150.000            
TCR beta chain DNA sequences [25]. Each model was compared against the other four models (top                
x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red)               
sequences by combining all five repertoires. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and              
amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the              
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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C. IGoR models from repertoires of distinct studies are similar 
 

 
Figure 47: The models inferred from different studies are not necessarily different from each other.               
The evaluation performance of the three models is very similar. The spread of the data points has no                  
impact on the correlation scores. One VDJ recombination model was trained for each study dataset               
using in- and out-frame sequences (includes sequences with stop codons). Each study consists of              
five repertoires appended together. Study 1 [23], 2 [24] and 3 [25] containing roughly 750.000 TCR                
beta chain DNA sequences each. Each study is compared against the other two others (top x-axis).                
Each model evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by combining the               
study repertoires (five each) together. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide and             
amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the top               
left corner of each plot. 
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D. Model accuracy is diminished below 5.000 sequences 
 

 
Figure 48: Model performance for ‘subject 1’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘subject 1’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 49: Model performance for ‘subject 2’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘subject 2’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 50: Model performance for ‘subject 3’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘subject 3’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 51: Model performance for ‘control 1’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘control 1’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 52: Model performance for ‘control 2’ start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes               
very similar to the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. The correlation score               
reflects the same. The repertoire from ‘control 2’, containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA              
sequences, was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] . Each model was inferred with               
one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500                
and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other remaining models (top x-axis and               
right y-axis). All models evaluated the same nucleotide (blue) and amino acid (red) sequences by               
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated for nucleotide              
and amino acid sequences using Spearman rank correlation coefficient method and are shown in the               
opposite location of the related plot (e.g., location 4-2 has a correlation plot in location 2-4). The total                  
correlation score for all sequences is indicated in black. 
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Figure 53: Model performances start to converge around 1.000 sequence and become very similar to               
the final model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences. Models from ‘control 1’ perform              
notably worse. The repertoires from all the five individuals (containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA               
sequences each), were used to infer thirty-five VDJ recombination models [23]. For each repertoire, a               
model was inferred with one of the following number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000,                
10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500 and 100 sequences. Each model was compared against the other              
remaining models (top x-axis and right y-axis). All models evaluated the same sequences by              
combining all five repertoires within the dataset. The correlation scores were calculated using             
Spearman rank correlation coefficient method. 
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Figure 54: The differences in the relational probability        
occur between V-gene 3-prime trim 0 to 10 (with a small           
exception). The lesser the number sequences, the       
higher the difference in probability scores. The models        
start to converge around 1.000 sequence and becomes        
very similar to the final model (using all sequences)         
around 5.000 sequences. The repertoire from ‘subject 2’,        
containing 150.000 TCR beta chain DNA sequences,       
was used to infer seven VDJ recombination models [23] .         
Each model was inferred with one of the following         
number of sequence: the whole dataset (all), 50.000,        
10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500 and 100 sequences. The        
V-gene (y-axis) and relational V-gene 3-prime trim       
(x-axis) probabilities for each of the seven models are         
compared against each other. The ten V-genes that        
have the highest overall probabilities throughout all the        
models were selected and sorted from high to low, top to           
bottom. 
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Figure 55: The differences in the relational probability        
occur between V-gene 3-prime trim 0 to 10. The lesser          
the number sequences, the higher the difference in        
probability scores. The models start to converge around        
1.000 sequence and becomes very similar to the final         
model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences.       
The repertoire from ‘subject 3’, containing 150.000 TCR        
beta chain DNA sequences, was used to infer seven         
VDJ recombination models [23]. Each model was       
inferred with one of the following number of sequence:         
the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000,        
500 and 100 sequences. The V-gene (y-axis) and        
relational V-gene 3-prime trim (x-axis) probabilities for       
each of the seven models are compared against each         
other. The ten V-genes that have the highest overall         
probabilities throughout all the models were selected and        
sorted from high to low, top to bottom. 
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Figure 56: The differences in the relational probability        
occur between V-gene 3-prime trim 0 to 10. The lesser          
the number sequences, the higher the difference in        
probability scores. The models start to converge around        
1.000 sequence and becomes very similar to the final         
model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences.       
The repertoire from ‘control 1’, containing 150.000 TCR        
beta chain DNA sequences, was used to infer seven         
VDJ recombination models [23]. Each model was       
inferred with one of the following number of sequence:         
the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000,        
500 and 100 sequences. The V-gene (y-axis) and        
relational V-gene 3-prime trim (x-axis) probabilities for       
each of the seven models are compared against each         
other. The ten V-genes that have the highest overall         
probabilities throughout all the models were selected and        
sorted from high to low, top to bottom. 
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Figure 57: The differences in the relational probability        
occur between V-gene 3-prime trim 0 to 10. The lesser          
the number sequences, the higher the difference in        
probability scores. The models start to converge around        
1.000 sequence and becomes very similar to the final         
model (using all sequences) around 5.000 sequences.       
The repertoire from ‘control 2’, containing 150.000 TCR        
beta chain DNA sequences, was used to infer seven         
VDJ recombination models [23]. Each model was       
inferred with one of the following number of sequence:         
the whole dataset (all), 50.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000,        
500 and 100 sequences. The V-gene (y-axis) and        
relational V-gene 3-prime trim (x-axis) probabilities for       
each of the seven models are compared against each         
other. The ten V-genes that have the highest overall         
probabilities throughout all the models were selected and        
sorted from high to low, top to bottom. 
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